
High production forging transfer presses

FORGING SYSTEMS



 Fagor Arrasate specialises in robust, reliable forging presses, 
and accurate transfer systems, for use in warm and cold 
forging. These products carry a high added value due to the 
cutting-edge technology, and the option to fully customise 
each installation in order to meet the requirements of each 
customer.

Fagor Arrasate is a leading supplier of forging systems 
combining more than 60 years’ experience in the 
manufacturing of presses, the heritage of Gamei’s forging 
know-how dating back to 1942, and the expertise of the former 
hydraulic press manufacturer Onapres.
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With a presence in more than 70 countries, and our own 
facilities in  Europe, Asia and America, Fagor Arrasate is the 
right partner for companies with a global presence who need a 
reliable partner to deliver their services.

Fagor Arrasate believes that innovation is a key factor in its 
products. 3% of Fagor's annual profits are invested in 
innovation and development.

Global Presence Innovation



In warm forging, parts are heated above 750ºC. This heat 
produces a large dimensional change in the forged part and 
requires a high quantity of lubricant. Fagor warm forging 
presses are specifically designed to be protected against the 
aggressive environment and the lubricants involved in the 
warm forging process.

The eccentric kinematic chain (driven by servo or 
conventional mechanical drives) offers the most appropriate 
features for processes where minimal contact time in the die 
area is required. This short contact time during the warm 
forging process reduces die wearing and creates more time for 
part transportation and for the die cooling and lubrication.

For some parts manufactured through a warm forging process, 
low speed near the bottom dead center may be required, for 
such instances, Fagor has also manufactured knuckle joint 
kinematic mechanical presses to work in warm forging.

Fagor’s experience of warm forging presses makes it possible 
to create the most suitable solution for each different case, 
combining the most appropriate kinematics, with ejectors, 
transfers and die changing systems.

2000-ton warm forging transfer press with servo ejection system

Values of the table above just for reference, other forging presses can be manufactured on request

Different warm forging installations.

Warm Forging Mechanical Presses

In warm forging, parts are heated above 750ºC, this heat produces a 
large dimensional change on the part and requires a great quantity of 

protected against the aggressive environment and lubricants of warm 
forging process.

The fast eccentric kinematic chain (driven by servo or conventional 
mechanical) offers the appropriate characteristics for the warm forging 
process, due to the fact that it enhances the minimal contact time for 
the forging process and increases time the dies are open to allow time 
from the cycle to lubricate and cool down the die.

The compact design and superior  manufacturing standards of 
Fagor eccentric drive, supplies the highest rigidity and toughness, in 
the most demanding processes.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000 TSEF2-2500

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

2000 Tons warm forging transfer press with servo ejection system

4

Warm Forging Mechanical Presses

Different warm forging installations

Different warm forging installations.

Warm Forging Mechanical Presses

In warm forging, parts are heated above 750ºC, this heat produces a 
large dimensional change on the part and requires a great quantity of 

protected against the aggressive environment and lubricants of warm 
forging process.

The fast eccentric kinematic chain (driven by servo or conventional 
mechanical) offers the appropriate characteristics for the warm forging 
process, due to the fact that it enhances the minimal contact time for 
the forging process and increases time the dies are open to allow time 
from the cycle to lubricate and cool down the die.

The compact design and superior  manufacturing standards of 
Fagor eccentric drive, supplies the highest rigidity and toughness, in 
the most demanding processes.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000 TSEF2-2500

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

2000 Tons warm forging transfer press with servo ejection system

4

Nominal force (ton)

Slide stroke (mm)
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Slide ejection and transfer systems

The warm forging process requires the manufacturing of 
complex parts, forging them in multiple stations.

Therefore, these parts need to be efficiently transferred from 
one station to the next. Fast, reliable and accurate 
transportation can only be achieved through the use of 
high-quality transfer and ejector systems and the right 
integration of one with the other.

Servo ejection system of a warm forging press

The servo bed ejection systems developed by Fagor 
Arrasate, are totally independent from the crown movement 
and allow adjustment of the ejection starting point. The 
posibility to adjust the starting point and the stroke of each 
station is also available under request.

The robust and tested Fagor servo bed ejection systems 
deliver the flexibility required in a market that needs more 
complex parts and more frequent changes in standards.

Warm forging transfer

The warm forging transfer press requires a transfer that 
performs reliably in the most aggressive environments, that is 
why Fagor Arrasate has a  highly protected transfer system, 
specially developed for this use.

· 5 ·



Values of the table above just for reference, different forging presses can be manufactured on request

The knuckle joint kinematic chain delivers slower movement 
and higher torque in the area near the bottom dead center 
compared with the eccentric drive. This feature makes the 
knuckle joint presses the most extended choice for cold 
extrusion applications.

Multi-station Forging presses usually have to withstand  in the 
working stations that are on either side of the centre.  The 
presses manufactured by Fagor Arrasate are designed to 
withstand these high forces, with reinforced structures and 
longer guide-ways. In addition, under certain conditions, the 
working stations can be slightly off-centre from the slide center, 
in order to reduce the tilting movement generated in the slide 
and therefore reduce the forces in the whole system.

Knuckle joint presses are extensively used to process parts 
that require a high level of force on a long stroke length. 
These parts are usually long shafts and hollow shafts with 
different shapes.

Different warm forging installations.

Warm Forging Mechanical Presses

In warm forging, parts are heated above 750ºC, this heat produces a 
large dimensional change on the part and requires a great quantity of 

protected against the aggressive environment and lubricants of warm 
forging process.

The fast eccentric kinematic chain (driven by servo or conventional 
mechanical) offers the appropriate characteristics for the warm forging 
process, due to the fact that it enhances the minimal contact time for 
the forging process and increases time the dies are open to allow time 
from the cycle to lubricate and cool down the die.

The compact design and superior  manufacturing standards of 
Fagor eccentric drive, supplies the highest rigidity and toughness, in 
the most demanding processes.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000 TSEF2-2500

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

2000 Tons warm forging transfer press with servo ejection system

4

Cold Forging Mechanical Presses

Knuckle Joint Kinematic Chain

Eccentric vs. Knuckle Joint slide movement comparison

Cold Forging Knuckle-joint Presses

Knuckle joint kinematic chain, compared with  eccentric drive, delivers 
slower movement and higher force in the area approaching bottom 
dead center. This characteristic makes the knuckle-joint presses the 
most suitable option for cold extrusion applications.

Multi-station Forging presses usually must support high forces in the 
working stations that are on either side of center. The presses 
manufactured by Fagor Arrasate are designed to support these high 
forces, with reinforced structures and longer guide ways.  In addition,  
under certain conditions, the working stations can be slightly  off-
centered  from the slide center, in order to reduce the tilting moment 
generated in the slide  and therefore reduce the forces in the whole 
system.

Knuckle joint presses are extensively used to process parts that 
require force on a very high application point and during a long 
stroke. These parts are usually long shafts and hollow shafts with 
different geometries.

TLEMF1-500 TLEMF1-800 TLEF2-1000 TLEF2-1200 TLEF2-1600 TLEF2-2000 TLEF2-2000

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

Knuckle-Joint Kinematic Chain.
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Part manufactured  by cold extrusion.Eccentric vs. Knuckle-Joint  slide movement comparison

Part manufactured 
by cold extrusion

Cold Forging Knuckle-joint Presses

Knuckle joint kinematic chain, compared with  eccentric drive, delivers 
slower movement and higher force in the area approaching bottom 
dead center. This characteristic makes the knuckle-joint presses the 
most suitable option for cold extrusion applications.

Multi-station Forging presses usually must support high forces in the 
working stations that are on either side of center. The presses 
manufactured by Fagor Arrasate are designed to support these high 
forces, with reinforced structures and longer guide ways.  In addition,  
under certain conditions, the working stations can be slightly  off-
centered  from the slide center, in order to reduce the tilting moment 
generated in the slide  and therefore reduce the forces in the whole 
system.

Knuckle joint presses are extensively used to process parts that 
require force on a very high application point and during a long 
stroke. These parts are usually long shafts and hollow shafts with 
different geometries.

TLEMF1-500 TLEMF1-800 TLEF2-1000 TLEF2-1200 TLEF2-1600 TLEF2-2000 TLEF2-2000

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

Knuckle-Joint Kinematic Chain.
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Part manufactured  by cold extrusion.Eccentric vs. Knuckle-Joint  slide movement comparison

Cold Forging Knuckle-joint Presses

Knuckle joint kinematic chain, compared with  eccentric drive, delivers 
slower movement and higher force in the area approaching bottom 
dead center. This characteristic makes the knuckle-joint presses the 
most suitable option for cold extrusion applications.

Multi-station Forging presses usually must support high forces in the 
working stations that are on either side of center. The presses 
manufactured by Fagor Arrasate are designed to support these high 
forces, with reinforced structures and longer guide ways.  In addition,  
under certain conditions, the working stations can be slightly  off-
centered  from the slide center, in order to reduce the tilting moment 
generated in the slide  and therefore reduce the forces in the whole 
system.

Knuckle joint presses are extensively used to process parts that 
require force on a very high application point and during a long 
stroke. These parts are usually long shafts and hollow shafts with 
different geometries.

TLEMF1-500 TLEMF1-800 TLEF2-1000 TLEF2-1200 TLEF2-1600 TLEF2-2000 TLEF2-2000

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

Knuckle-Joint Kinematic Chain.
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Part manufactured  by cold extrusion.Eccentric vs. Knuckle-Joint  slide movement comparison

TLEF2-2500

Nominal force (ton)

Slide stroke (mm)

Cold Forging Hydraulic Presses

Forging Systems

THF1-600 THF3-1000 THF3-1600 THF3-2000 THF3-2500 THF3-3000 THF3-4000

Nominal force (ton) 600 1000 1600 2000 2000 3000 4000

Stroke (mm) 250-750 500-1000 500-1250 700-1250 700-1250 700-1400 700-1400

Number of stations 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-5 1-6 1-6 1-6

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

The capability of the hydraulic presses to  generate the force over 
the complete stroke of the slide, make them the most adequate 
installation to extrude heavy duty long shafts and hollow shafts. 

Fagor Arrasate multi station cold forging hydraulic presses are 

designed to  overcome the high tilting forces of the most exigent 
processes.

Hydraulic forging presses can be equipped with independent 
hydraulic ejection systems both in the bed and in the slide and as 
in all Fagor forging presses, these presses integrate all the drives 
(press, transfer and ejectors) of the press in a single plc. This 
level of integration assures the optimum synchronization between all 
the systems and the best possible throughput.

Hydraulic transfer press

Cold extrusion parts Hydraulic cold extrusion
multiestation press

Fagor complies highest OEM
and Tier 1 standards

7

Part manufactured  by cold extrusion.

Cold Forging Hydraulic Presses

Forging Systems

THF1-600 THF3-1000 THF3-1600 THF3-2000 THF3-2500 THF3-3000 THF3-4000

Nominal force (ton) 600 1000 1600 2000 2000 3000 4000

Stroke (mm) 250-750 500-1000 500-1250 700-1250 700-1250 700-1400 700-1400

Number of stations 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-5 1-6 1-6 1-6

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

The capability of the hydraulic presses to  generate the force over 
the complete stroke of the slide, make them the most adequate 
installation to extrude heavy duty long shafts and hollow shafts. 

Fagor Arrasate multi station cold forging hydraulic presses are 

designed to  overcome the high tilting forces of the most exigent 
processes.

Hydraulic forging presses can be equipped with independent 
hydraulic ejection systems both in the bed and in the slide and as 
in all Fagor forging presses, these presses integrate all the drives 
(press, transfer and ejectors) of the press in a single plc. This 
level of integration assures the optimum synchronization between all 
the systems and the best possible throughput.

Hydraulic transfer press

Cold extrusion parts Hydraulic cold extrusion
multiestation press

Fagor complies highest OEM
and Tier 1 standards

7

Part manufactured  by cold extrusion.

Fagor Knuckle-Joint Press
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Values of the table above just for reference, different forging presses can be manufactured on request

The ability of the hydraulic presses to generate the  force over 
the full stroke of the slide, make them the most suitable 
pieces of equipment for producing heavy duty long shafts and 
hollow shafts.

Fagor Arrasate multi-station cold forging hydraulic presses are 
equipped with reinforced structures and a long slide, 
specifically designed to withstand the high tilting forces of 
the most demanding processes.

Hydraulic forging presses can be equipped with independent 
hydraulic ejection systems both in the bed and in the slide and 
as in all Fagor forging presses, these presses integrate all the 
drives (press, transfer and ejectors) of the press in a single 
place. This level of integration assures optimum 
synchronization between all the systems and the best possible 
throughput.

Different warm forging installations.

Warm Forging Mechanical Presses

In warm forging, parts are heated above 750ºC, this heat produces a 
large dimensional change on the part and requires a great quantity of 

protected against the aggressive environment and lubricants of warm 
forging process.

The fast eccentric kinematic chain (driven by servo or conventional 
mechanical) offers the appropriate characteristics for the warm forging 
process, due to the fact that it enhances the minimal contact time for 
the forging process and increases time the dies are open to allow time 
from the cycle to lubricate and cool down the die.

The compact design and superior  manufacturing standards of 
Fagor eccentric drive, supplies the highest rigidity and toughness, in 
the most demanding processes.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000 TSEF2-2500

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

2000 Tons warm forging transfer press with servo ejection system

4

Cold Forging Hydraulic Presses

Hydraulic multi-station press

Cold Forging Knuckle-joint Presses

Knuckle joint kinematic chain, compared with  eccentric drive, delivers 
slower movement and higher force in the area approaching bottom 
dead center. This characteristic makes the knuckle-joint presses the 
most suitable option for cold extrusion applications.

Multi-station Forging presses usually must support high forces in the 
working stations that are on either side of center. The presses 
manufactured by Fagor Arrasate are designed to support these high 
forces, with reinforced structures and longer guide ways.  In addition,  
under certain conditions, the working stations can be slightly  off-
centered  from the slide center, in order to reduce the tilting moment 
generated in the slide  and therefore reduce the forces in the whole 
system.

Knuckle joint presses are extensively used to process parts that 
require force on a very high application point and during a long 
stroke. These parts are usually long shafts and hollow shafts with 
different geometries.

TLEMF1-500 TLEMF1-800 TLEF2-1000 TLEF2-1200 TLEF2-1600 TLEF2-2000 TLEF2-2000

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

Knuckle-Joint Kinematic Chain.
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Part manufactured  by cold extrusion.Eccentric vs. Knuckle-Joint  slide movement comparison

Cold Forging Hydraulic Presses

Forging Systems

THF1-600 THF3-1000 THF3-1600 THF3-2000 THF3-2500 THF3-3000 THF3-4000

Nominal force (ton) 600 1000 1600 2000 2000 3000 4000

Stroke (mm) 250-750 500-1000 500-1250 700-1250 700-1250 700-1400 700-1400

Number of stations 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-5 1-6 1-6 1-6

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

The capability of the hydraulic presses to  generate the force over 
the complete stroke of the slide, make them the most adequate 
installation to extrude heavy duty long shafts and hollow shafts. 

Fagor Arrasate multi station cold forging hydraulic presses are 

designed to  overcome the high tilting forces of the most exigent 
processes.

Hydraulic forging presses can be equipped with independent 
hydraulic ejection systems both in the bed and in the slide and as 
in all Fagor forging presses, these presses integrate all the drives 
(press, transfer and ejectors) of the press in a single plc. This 
level of integration assures the optimum synchronization between all 
the systems and the best possible throughput.

Hydraulic transfer press

Cold extrusion parts Hydraulic cold extrusion
multiestation press

Fagor complies highest OEM
and Tier 1 standards

7

Part manufactured  by cold extrusion.

Hydraulic ejection system Hydraulic cold extrusion 
multi-station press

Cold Forging Hydraulic Presses

Forging Systems

THF1-600 THF3-1000 THF3-1600 THF3-2000 THF3-2500 THF3-3000 THF3-4000

Nominal force (ton) 600 1000 1600 2000 2000 3000 4000

Stroke (mm) 250-750 500-1000 500-1250 700-1250 700-1250 700-1400 700-1400

Number of stations 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-5 1-6 1-6 1-6

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

The capability of the hydraulic presses to  generate the force over 
the complete stroke of the slide, make them the most adequate 
installation to extrude heavy duty long shafts and hollow shafts. 

Fagor Arrasate multi station cold forging hydraulic presses are 

designed to  overcome the high tilting forces of the most exigent 
processes.

Hydraulic forging presses can be equipped with independent 
hydraulic ejection systems both in the bed and in the slide and as 
in all Fagor forging presses, these presses integrate all the drives 
(press, transfer and ejectors) of the press in a single plc. This 
level of integration assures the optimum synchronization between all 
the systems and the best possible throughput.

Hydraulic transfer press

Cold extrusion parts Hydraulic cold extrusion
multiestation press

Fagor complies highest OEM
and Tier 1 standards

7

Part manufactured  by cold extrusion. Fagor complies with the highest 
OEM and Tier 1 standards

Cold Forging Hydraulic Presses

Forging Systems

THF1-600 THF3-1000 THF3-1600 THF3-2000 THF3-2500 THF3-3000 THF3-4000

Nominal force (ton) 600 1000 1600 2000 2000 3000 4000

Stroke (mm) 250-750 500-1000 500-1250 700-1250 700-1250 700-1400 700-1400

Number of stations 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-5 1-6 1-6 1-6

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

The capability of the hydraulic presses to  generate the force over 
the complete stroke of the slide, make them the most adequate 
installation to extrude heavy duty long shafts and hollow shafts. 

Fagor Arrasate multi station cold forging hydraulic presses are 

designed to  overcome the high tilting forces of the most exigent 
processes.

Hydraulic forging presses can be equipped with independent 
hydraulic ejection systems both in the bed and in the slide and as 
in all Fagor forging presses, these presses integrate all the drives 
(press, transfer and ejectors) of the press in a single plc. This 
level of integration assures the optimum synchronization between all 
the systems and the best possible throughput.

Hydraulic transfer press

Cold extrusion parts Hydraulic cold extrusion
multiestation press

Fagor complies highest OEM
and Tier 1 standards

7

Part manufactured  by cold extrusion.
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Nominal force (ton)

Slide stroke (mm)



Values of the table above just for reference, different forging presses can be manufactured on request

After forging a billet, a cold sizing operation can be a good way 
or calibrating accurate parts and avoiding some machining 
operations.

The mechanical calibrating press is the high throughput 
substitute for the traditional cold sizing hydraulic press.

Fagor has manufactured cold forging multipurpose presses 
that can carry out both cold sizing and cold forging operations.

Cold forging presses also integrate ejection systems, 
transfers, manual or automatic die changing arm, and 
moving plate that enhances fast reference change.

Fagor has manufactured single and multi-station presses for 
cold sizing up to 2000 tons.

Different warm forging installations.

Warm Forging Mechanical Presses

In warm forging, parts are heated above 750ºC, this heat produces a 
large dimensional change on the part and requires a great quantity of 

protected against the aggressive environment and lubricants of warm 
forging process.

The fast eccentric kinematic chain (driven by servo or conventional 
mechanical) offers the appropriate characteristics for the warm forging 
process, due to the fact that it enhances the minimal contact time for 
the forging process and increases time the dies are open to allow time 
from the cycle to lubricate and cool down the die.

The compact design and superior  manufacturing standards of 
Fagor eccentric drive, supplies the highest rigidity and toughness, in 
the most demanding processes.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000 TSEF2-2500

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

2000 Tons warm forging transfer press with servo ejection system

4

Cold Sizing Mechanical Presses

Several Fagor Arrasate cold sizing mechanical transfer presses in 
the same workshop

Cold Sizing Mechanical Presses

After the forging of a billet, a cold sizing operation can be a very 
good option to calibrate accurate parts and avoid some machining 
operations.

The mechanical calibrating press is the high throughput substitute of 
the traditional cold sizing hydraulic press. 

Cold sizing presses also integrate ejection systems, transfers, 
manual or automatic die changing arm, and moving plate that 
enhances fast reference change.

Fagor has manufactured single and multistation presses for coining 
and cold sizing with tonnage up to 2000 ton. 

Fagor has manufactured cold forging multipurpose presses, that are 
capable to perform both cold sizing and cold forging operations.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 1000 1500 x 1000 2000 x 1500 2300 x 1500

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

Calibrated parts.Die changing arm
with position control.

Cold sizing mechanical transfer press  with ejection system. 

8

Nominal force (ton)

Slide stroke (mm)

Die changing arm with position control  Wide range of transfers to fit with each application

Cold Sizing Mechanical Presses

After the forging of a billet, a cold sizing operation can be a very 
good option to calibrate accurate parts and avoid some machining 
operations.

The mechanical calibrating press is the high throughput substitute of 
the traditional cold sizing hydraulic press. 

Cold sizing presses also integrate ejection systems, transfers, 
manual or automatic die changing arm, and moving plate that 
enhances fast reference change.

Fagor has manufactured single and multistation presses for coining 
and cold sizing with tonnage up to 2000 ton. 

Fagor has manufactured cold forging multipurpose presses, that are 
capable to perform both cold sizing and cold forging operations.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 1000 1500 x 1000 2000 x 1500 2300 x 1500

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

Calibrated parts.Die changing arm
with position control.

Cold sizing mechanical transfer press  with ejection system. 

8
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Cold Sizing Mechanical Presses

After the forging of a billet, a cold sizing operation can be a very 
good option to calibrate accurate parts and avoid some machining 
operations.

The mechanical calibrating press is the high throughput substitute of 
the traditional cold sizing hydraulic press. 

Cold sizing presses also integrate ejection systems, transfers, 
manual or automatic die changing arm, and moving plate that 
enhances fast reference change.

Fagor has manufactured single and multistation presses for coining 
and cold sizing with tonnage up to 2000 ton. 

Fagor has manufactured cold forging multipurpose presses, that are 
capable to perform both cold sizing and cold forging operations.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 1000 1500 x 1000 2000 x 1500 2300 x 1500

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

Calibrated parts.Die changing arm
with position control.

Cold sizing mechanical transfer press  with ejection system. 
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Cold forged part

Forging Systems

Cold Sizing Hydraulic Presses

The hydraulic cold sizing presses, are like the mechanical cold sizing 
presses, the required tool to calibrate the parts that  are already 
forged in other forging processes.

As they work performing the maximum force, they need to be sturdy 
and tough, in order to size the part into tolerances and support all the 
calibration force. 

it is more important to assure the pressing force and not the part 
geometry. 

These presses can be equipped both with hydraulic ejection 
systems and automatic part transfer systems using robot or 
Fagor electronic transfer.

THF1-500 THF1-800 THF1-1000 THF3-1200 THF3-1600 THF3-2000

Nominal force (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000

Stroke (mm) 250-750 300-500 300-700 300-1000 500-1250 700-1250

Number of stations 1-3 1-3 1-3 1-4 1-4 1-4

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request 

Workshop with different Fagor mechanical and hydraulic cold sizing presses.

Calibrating press with consoles
& die changing arm.

Different warm forging installations. Complete die set change
through consoles.
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Values of the table above just for reference, different forging presses can be manufactured on request

The hydraulic cold sizing presses are like the mechanical cold 
sizing presses, the tool needed to calibrate the parts that are 
already forged through other forging processes.

As they work at maximum force, they need to be sturdy and 
tough, in order to achieve the correct tolerances and support 
the full calibration force.

The hydraulic sizing presses are the right option in those 
calibrating processes where an accurate force control is 
required.

These presses can be equipped both with hydraulic ejection 
systems and automatic part transfer systems using a robot 
or Fagor electronic transfer.

Different warm forging installations.

Warm Forging Mechanical Presses

In warm forging, parts are heated above 750ºC, this heat produces a 
large dimensional change on the part and requires a great quantity of 

protected against the aggressive environment and lubricants of warm 
forging process.

The fast eccentric kinematic chain (driven by servo or conventional 
mechanical) offers the appropriate characteristics for the warm forging 
process, due to the fact that it enhances the minimal contact time for 
the forging process and increases time the dies are open to allow time 
from the cycle to lubricate and cool down the die.

The compact design and superior  manufacturing standards of 
Fagor eccentric drive, supplies the highest rigidity and toughness, in 
the most demanding processes.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000 TSEF2-2500

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

2000 Tons warm forging transfer press with servo ejection system
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Cold Sizing Hydraulic Presses

Cold sizing press

Forging Systems

Cold Sizing Hydraulic Presses

The hydraulic cold sizing presses, are like the mechanical cold sizing 
presses, the required tool to calibrate the parts that  are already 
forged in other forging processes.

As they work performing the maximum force, they need to be sturdy 
and tough, in order to size the part into tolerances and support all the 
calibration force. 

it is more important to assure the pressing force and not the part 
geometry. 

These presses can be equipped both with hydraulic ejection 
systems and automatic part transfer systems using robot or 
Fagor electronic transfer.

THF1-500 THF1-800 THF1-1000 THF3-1200 THF3-1600 THF3-2000

Nominal force (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000

Stroke (mm) 250-750 300-500 300-700 300-1000 500-1250 700-1250

Number of stations 1-3 1-3 1-3 1-4 1-4 1-4

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request 

Workshop with different Fagor mechanical and hydraulic cold sizing presses.

Calibrating press with consoles
& die changing arm.

Different warm forging installations. Complete die set change
through consoles.
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Nominal force (ton)

Slide stroke (mm)

Complete die set change through consoles Cold sizing press
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Calibrated parts

Cold Sizing Mechanical Presses

After the forging of a billet, a cold sizing operation can be a very 
good option to calibrate accurate parts and avoid some machining 
operations.

The mechanical calibrating press is the high throughput substitute of 
the traditional cold sizing hydraulic press. 

Cold sizing presses also integrate ejection systems, transfers, 
manual or automatic die changing arm, and moving plate that 
enhances fast reference change.

Fagor has manufactured single and multistation presses for coining 
and cold sizing with tonnage up to 2000 ton. 

Fagor has manufactured cold forging multipurpose presses, that are 
capable to perform both cold sizing and cold forging operations.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 1000 1500 x 1000 2000 x 1500 2300 x 1500

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

Calibrated parts.Die changing arm
with position control.

Cold sizing mechanical transfer press  with ejection system. 

8

Forging Systems

Cold Sizing Hydraulic Presses

The hydraulic cold sizing presses, are like the mechanical cold sizing 
presses, the required tool to calibrate the parts that  are already 
forged in other forging processes.

As they work performing the maximum force, they need to be sturdy 
and tough, in order to size the part into tolerances and support all the 
calibration force. 

it is more important to assure the pressing force and not the part 
geometry. 

These presses can be equipped both with hydraulic ejection 
systems and automatic part transfer systems using robot or 
Fagor electronic transfer.

THF1-500 THF1-800 THF1-1000 THF3-1200 THF3-1600 THF3-2000

Nominal force (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000

Stroke (mm) 250-750 300-500 300-700 300-1000 500-1250 700-1250

Number of stations 1-3 1-3 1-3 1-4 1-4 1-4

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request 

Workshop with different Fagor mechanical and hydraulic cold sizing presses.

Calibrating press with consoles
& die changing arm.

Different warm forging installations. Complete die set change
through consoles.

9



Different warm forging installations.

Warm Forging Mechanical Presses

In warm forging, parts are heated above 750ºC, this heat produces a 
large dimensional change on the part and requires a great quantity of 

protected against the aggressive environment and lubricants of warm 
forging process.

The fast eccentric kinematic chain (driven by servo or conventional 
mechanical) offers the appropriate characteristics for the warm forging 
process, due to the fact that it enhances the minimal contact time for 
the forging process and increases time the dies are open to allow time 
from the cycle to lubricate and cool down the die.

The compact design and superior  manufacturing standards of 
Fagor eccentric drive, supplies the highest rigidity and toughness, in 
the most demanding processes.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000 TSEF2-2500

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

2000 Tons warm forging transfer press with servo ejection system
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SPT Servo Press Technology in Forging

The extensive experience of Fagor Arrasate in Servo Presses 
with the first servo press manufactured in 2005, along with the 
Fagor Arrasate servo drive calculating tool, enables us to 
choose the most appropriate kinematic chain coupled with the 
optimum servomotor configuration. The result is a piece of 
equipment with the perfect balance of flexibility, power and 
throughput.

Fagor full servo forging press

Through the Fagor Arrasate Full Servo concept, a new level 
of  control and flexibility is available, the combination of Servo 
Press Technology together with the servo transfer and servo 
ejector offers the level of accuracy and manoeuvrability in the 
press required for mid- and small-size batches.

In order to control all the possible variations resulting from the 
combination of all the servo axis, Fagor supplies Syncro 
Simulation software that provides an analysis of the whole 
system’s performance offline.

SPT Servo Press Technology in Forging

The extensive experience of Fagor Arrasate in Servo Presses with the 
Fagor servo 

drive calculating tool, enables us to choose the most appropriate 

The result obtained is an installation that is perfectly balanced between 

The main characteristic of the servo technology is that it makes 
possible to accelerate and slow down the main drive at any point or 

allows to adapt the forging speed to the manufactured part (improving 
part quality) and to expand the transfer window in order to provide 
access to the processed part faster and therefore increase the 

the new processes, since slide motion curves can be easily adapted 
to the different new process that will be performed in the machine.

Through the Fagor Full Servo concept, a new level of control and  

together with the servo transfer and servo ejector offers the level of 
accuracy and maneuverability in the press system that modern forging  
factories with complex parts and mid and small-size batches require.

In order to control all the possible variations resulting from the 
combination of all the servo axis, Fagor supplies the Syncro 3D 
Simulation software that provides the ability to analyze the performance 

Full Servo concept
Servo Press
Servo Transfer
Servo Ejection
Syncro 3D Simulator

+
Top Versatile & Flexible
Forging Transfer Press
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The main feature of the servo technology is that it allows 
speeding up and slowing down the main drive at any point, in 
a controlled manner. This flexibility and control means the 
forging speed can be adapted for the manufactured part 
(improving part quality) and the transfer window can be 
expanded to provide access to the processed part faster, 
increasing throughput. In addition, the servo technology offers 
great flexibility in the new processes, as slide motion curves 
can be easily adapted to the different new process carried out 
in the machine.

Different curves that can be performed by the same servo press

Eccentric angle
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SPT Servo Press Technology in Forging

The extensive experience of Fagor Arrasate in Servo Presses with the 
Fagor servo 

drive calculating tool, enables us to choose the most appropriate 

The result obtained is an installation that is perfectly balanced between 

The main characteristic of the servo technology is that it makes 
possible to accelerate and slow down the main drive at any point or 

allows to adapt the forging speed to the manufactured part (improving 
part quality) and to expand the transfer window in order to provide 
access to the processed part faster and therefore increase the 

the new processes, since slide motion curves can be easily adapted 
to the different new process that will be performed in the machine.

Through the Fagor Full Servo concept, a new level of control and  

together with the servo transfer and servo ejector offers the level of 
accuracy and maneuverability in the press system that modern forging  
factories with complex parts and mid and small-size batches require.

In order to control all the possible variations resulting from the 
combination of all the servo axis, Fagor supplies the Syncro 3D 
Simulation software that provides the ability to analyze the performance 

Full Servo concept
Servo Press
Servo Transfer
Servo Ejection
Syncro 3D Simulator

+
Top Versatile & Flexible
Forging Transfer Press
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Fagor Forging Presses include all the necessary systems that a forging press may require for efficient, user-friendly and flexible use.

Different warm forging installations.

Warm Forging Mechanical Presses

In warm forging, parts are heated above 750ºC, this heat produces a 
large dimensional change on the part and requires a great quantity of 

protected against the aggressive environment and lubricants of warm 
forging process.

The fast eccentric kinematic chain (driven by servo or conventional 
mechanical) offers the appropriate characteristics for the warm forging 
process, due to the fact that it enhances the minimal contact time for 
the forging process and increases time the dies are open to allow time 
from the cycle to lubricate and cool down the die.

The compact design and superior  manufacturing standards of 
Fagor eccentric drive, supplies the highest rigidity and toughness, in 
the most demanding processes.

TSEMF1-500 TSEMF1-800 TSEF2-1000 TSEF2-1200 TSEF2-1600 TSEF2-2000 TSEF2-2500

Rated tonnage  (ton) 500 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2500

Slide stroke (mm) 250-500 300-500 300-630 300-630 600-800 600-800 600-900

Bed dimensions (l x b,  mm) 1000 x 800 1000 x 800 1500 x 800 1600 x 1100 2000 x 1100 2300 x 1100 2500 x 1200

 Values of the table above just for reference, another forging presses can be manufactured under request

2000 Tons warm forging transfer press with servo ejection system
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Fagor Systems Integrated in Forging Presses

Available in both the bed and the slide, 
Fagor offers ejection systems that can 
be operated mechanically, hydraulically 
or pneumatically. Servo drives are also 
available in the ejection systems.

Part ejection systems

The servo actuated one bar transfer 
with active grippers gives the highest 
flexibility to the installation with the 
easiest access to the working area.

TM4 - Mono Bar Transfer

Forging Systems

Fagor Systems Integrated In Forging Presses

TM4 - Mono Bar Transfer

The servo actuated one bar transfer with 

the installation with the easiest Access to the 
working area.

Part ejection systems

Available in both the bed and the slide, Fagor 
offers ejection systems that can be driven 
hydraulically, pneumatically, mechanically 
taking the energy from the main drive or 
through servo technology, depending on the 
application.

 

Servo mechanical ejector in bed

Servo driven ejector of the bed is totally 
independent of the main drive movement. 
Synchronization and stroke of each station 
can also be adjusted.

Die change systems

Fagor forging presses can be equipped with 
manual or automatic die change systems. 
For installations that work with small batches 
there is also the possibility to move the whole 
die set by means of a moving plate.

Slide and die height adjustment

There is the possibility to adjust, both the 
whole slide through the slide adjustment, or 
each of the working station through manual 
or motorized wedges. In the cases that the 
geometry is important. Hydraulic presses can 
be also equipped with adjustable positive 
stops.

CNCS-WF -  Two Bar Transfer

Two bar warm forging transfer system is 
designed to work in the most aggressive 
working areas with the highest speed and 
reliability.
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Fagor forging presses can be equipped 
with manual or automatic die change 
systems. For installations that work with 
small batches there is also the option of 
moving the whole die set using a 
moving plate.

Die change systems

The servo-driven bed ejector is totally 
independent to the main drive 
movement. Synchronization and stroke 
of each station can also be adjusted.

Servo mechanical ejector in bed

The two-bar warm forging transfer 
system is designed to work in the most 
aggressive working areas with the 
highest speed and reliability.

CNCS-WF - Two Bar Transfer

There is the option to adjust both the 
whole slide through the slide 
adjustment, or each of the working 
stations through manual or motorized 
wedges . Hydraulic presses can be also 
equipped with adjustable positive 
stops, in cases where geometry is 
important.

Slide and die height adjustment

Forging Systems

Fagor Systems Integrated In Forging Presses

TM4 - Mono Bar Transfer

The servo actuated one bar transfer with 

the installation with the easiest Access to the 
working area.

Part ejection systems

Available in both the bed and the slide, Fagor 
offers ejection systems that can be driven 
hydraulically, pneumatically, mechanically 
taking the energy from the main drive or 
through servo technology, depending on the 
application.

 

Servo mechanical ejector in bed

Servo driven ejector of the bed is totally 
independent of the main drive movement. 
Synchronization and stroke of each station 
can also be adjusted.

Die change systems

Fagor forging presses can be equipped with 
manual or automatic die change systems. 
For installations that work with small batches 
there is also the possibility to move the whole 
die set by means of a moving plate.

Slide and die height adjustment

There is the possibility to adjust, both the 
whole slide through the slide adjustment, or 
each of the working station through manual 
or motorized wedges. In the cases that the 
geometry is important. Hydraulic presses can 
be also equipped with adjustable positive 
stops.

CNCS-WF -  Two Bar Transfer

Two bar warm forging transfer system is 
designed to work in the most aggressive 
working areas with the highest speed and 
reliability.
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